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Read: Isaiah 58:7-10; Psalm 112; 1 Corinthians 2:1-5; Matthew 5:13-16 

   Just right out of the gate Jesus says in the gospel today that if salt loses its taste 

what is it good for? And here’s a really interesting thing about salt, salt actually 

can’t lose its taste. That salt is always going to be salty. In fact sodium chloride, 

NaCl, salt, it can never lose its taste. If it does, it ceases to be sodium chloride. It 

ceases to be salt. So you might have like this white powder that’s left over but it’s 

no longer that chemical composition of sodium chloride. And here’s the thing, if 

salt loses its taste it’s actually losing something that is unlosable. If salt loses its 

taste it's losing something that is unlosable. It cannot lose its taste and still be 

itself. Jesus says its no longer good for anything. So here’s the thing, there’s things 

in our lives that we cannot lose. That if we lose we’re unable to be wise. That if 

we lose we’re unable to craft a good life. And something that is unlosable for us is 

just having a true understanding of what the right thing is. Like we need to 

understand what the good is. We need to understand there is such a thing as a 

real right and a real wrong. That there really is true good and there truly is a real 

evil. There’s this guy, his name is Dr Christian Smith. He’s a sociologist down at 

Norte Dame University and a few years ago he did this nationwide study on the 

moral lives of American young adults. Tens of thousands of people he surveyed 

from ages 18 to 29 trying to find out how do you make your moral decisions. 

What makes you tick? How do you determine right from wrong? And what this 

team of doctors discovered shocked them. What this Dr Christian Smith and his 

team discovered was that American young adults have neither the categories nor 

the ability to make moral decisions which is a shocking thing to say. Like how did 

he come to that conclusion? Well, the results came back and showed like two-

thirds of these young adults surveyed said they had not made a moral decision at 

all in the last six weeks. Which I don’t understand I think I’ve done like 30 moral 

decisions in the past day. How do you not do that in six weeks? And of the third 

that said they had; they actually didn’t describe actual moral decisions they 

described some other kind of scenario. He said they don’t even have the 

categories to understand this. He said they wouldn’t even use the terms right and 

wrong they wanted to use terms like well that person did something dumb or I 

was stupid when I did that, but they won’t say right or wrong. And they’ve done 

other surveys like this more recently and asked young people questions like which 



is worse not recycling or pornography? And the vast majority of young 

adolescents, American adolescents, said it is far worse to not recycle then it was 

to engage in pornography. In fact we’ve lost our way so much, like we don’t even 

seem to understand the difference anymore between a human being and a pet. 

So over the last 30 years they’ve asked the same questions to different people 

across the board and the question is this – imagine that there was a house fire 

and inside that building was your pet and a stranger. A human being that you had 

never met. A person you don’t know. And you could save one of them, who would 

you save? And over the past 30 years two-thirds of those asked this question said 

that they would save their pet over a human being. Which I know we love our 

pets but that is crazy! There’s another story I came across, and I was looking into 

this stuff, of a woman in Tucson Arizona who had a house fire. So the fire trucks 

roll up and they were gonna try to put the fire out and she starts crying out my 

babies, my babies are in the fire. They’re in that building. And so these human 

beings risked their lives to run into this burning building to save her babies and 

they come out with her three cats. Like this woman thought it was worth it to risk 

these men’s lives to save her three babies aka her cats. What has gone wrong 

here? And the first thing is, I think in general when it comes to something like this 

we feel closer to our pets then we do to a human stranger and so we make our 

decisions based off those feelings and that is not a great way to make our 

decisions at all. In fact Christian Smith, he talks about this, he said when he did 

have people say they were making moral decisions he asked them how do you 

make those decisions? And one young woman he said summed it up for almost all 

the rest of them by saying I don’t know it’s just sort of a feeling that I get. So we 

make our moral decisions based off feelings instead of off what is true or what is 

good. But also here’s what we’ve done – we try to make our moral decisions 

without God. We try to make our moral decisions in a world where we have 

removed God. We’ve taken Him out of the conversation. Here’s the crazy thing, if 

you take salt and you take away its taste it ceases to be salt. It’s taste is unlosable. 

But we’ve taken God out of our culture, we’ve taken God out of our minds, we’ve 

tried to take Him out of our hearts and in so doing we’ve lost something that is 

unlosable because you cannot be good without God. And so here’s the big 

question do you think a person can be good without God? And mind you the 

question isn’t do you think, can you be good without believing in God cause there 

are atheist who can be good and upstanding, moral people. The question is can 



you be good without there being a God? And the answer is no. Why? Because if 

there is no God then the universe just has no meaning for us. There is no source 

of what makes right and wrong. And if the universe is just an accident, there is no 

good, there is no evil, all there is is what is. In fact that’s what Richard Dawkins 

said. He said in a world without God there is no good, there is no evil. All there is 

is pitiless and merciless indifference. If there is no God, there is no good. And if 

there is no good then there is no wisdom, there is no guidance for our moral 

decisions. And what we’re left with shocks us when we see it play out. And it 

shouldn’t shock us. You know when we lose the unlosable, when we have 

removed God from our culture from our lives from our schools, the results of that 

should not shock us. C S Lewis who I know I refer to a lot but I think he's so great. 

One of my favorite books by him is called the Abolition of Man and he wrote it 

back in the late 1930’s. But he was a prophet cause he was also talking about our 

own day and age. He says by removing God from our lives, from our culture, 

we’ve taken the moral law – what determines good and evil – that God has 

written onto our hearts and we’ve stripped that away from our chests. And C S 

Lewis says after removing God, after losing the unlosable, we lose the good, we 

lose the true, we lose beauty and then we’re shocked. He says this, he says in a 

sort of ghastly simplicity we’ve removed the organ and demand the function. So 

we’ve taken out the heart and then wonder why blood isn’t flowing through the 

veins. He goes on – we make men without chests and we expect of them virtue 

and enterprise. So we take away the moral law and then we say go and do good 

things. He says we laugh at honor and then are shocked to find traders in our 

midst. Right, we laugh at how insensitive people can be in our entertainment but 

when we see it in the news it horrifies us. But we see this playing out, don’t we. 

We turn on the news and we see how awful people treat each other. People in 

the public eye who say something objectifying women. Laughing at the idea of 

sexual assault or physical abuse, abuse of authority, whatever it is. And people get 

shocked and outraged by that. That’s the right reaction. But should we be 

shocked anymore when we’ve removed God from our lives and our culture. When 

we’ve lost the unlosable and then are shocked, why are we actually shocked 

when there’s consequences to that? We can’t live a life of wisdom, a moral life, 

unless we know what’s good and we cannot know what’s good unless we have 

God. You know this is why sacred scripture, our Bible, says the beginning of 

wisdom – and it uses this phrase the fear of the Lord. And what that means is not 



this nonsensical or irrational terror of God, what that means is this 

acknowledgment and realization that God is and He has established boundaries to 

life. I’ll say it again, the fear of the Lord is this acknowledgement, this appreciation 

and understanding, that God is and He has set boundaries to our lives that if we 

cross disaster happens. When we have the fear of the Lord we realize that the 

law, this moral law, is given to us by a person. It’s not arbitrary; it’s not 

impersonal. It’s given to us by Jesus for our own good. That’s one of the reasons 

the Psalmists can say I have more wisdom then the old because I obey your 

precepts. I have more wisdom then those who have far more experience than I 

do, why? Because I know who you are Lord. That’s why you who know our Lord 

Jesus, you who are in the Catholic church are in the best place possible to make 

you life a masterpiece. If you can say I’ve come to know Jesus and I strive to 

follow His law, you are in the best place possible to live a life of excellence. Why? 

Cause St Paul last Sunday he said Jesus is the wisdom of God. Jesus is the wisdom 

of God, and you know who Jesus is. Paul says in first Corinthians today, he says 

I’ve resolved to know nothing when I was with you except Jesus Christ and Him 

crucified. So here’s my invitation for you this week to look upon Christ crucified. 

He is the wisdom of God. To look at Jesus on the cross because in that we’re 

seeing everything that we need to know. We see the price and the consequence 

of sin written into His flesh on the cross. We see what mercy for sinners looks like 

in Jesus on the cross. We see how greatness can become humble. We see that 

power actually empties itself of power. We see that a king can become a servant. 

We see that our God is the kind of God who actually will lay down His life not for 

people who are good or who are amazing, but for people who are broken and 

needy. That this is the wisdom of God on the cross. And so this is my invitation for 

you this week, every day this week spend a few minutes looking at the crucifix. At 

least once a day stop what you’re doing and pray in front of the crucifix. To 

actually gaze on the crucifix and realize this is how I’m gonna grow in wisdom. I’m 

here to learn what it is to be wise. That this is the plan of God. This is what’s really 

going on. And when you’re in the midst of grace, you realize this is the price of 

grace. When you’re in the midst of your own sin, your own weakness, you realize 

okay this is the price of sin, this is what it costs. And as you look at the crucifix 

again and again you realize that I’ve been here before. I have the experience of 

bringing to the cross this situation in my life and this situation and this situation, 

right? To pull out the cross in every single situation and to look at the situation 



through the lens of the cross is to gain the experience of seeing life the way God 

sees it. To do it again and again and again means you’re having this memory of it. 

And ultimately to pull out the crucifix, literally to let your eyes rest on Jesus on 

the cross, you’re putting God at the center of your life. And if you do this, you 

have Jesus Christ crucified before your eyes on a regular basis, there’s no way you 

can’t live a life filled with the wisdom of God. There’s no way you could be salt 

that loses its taste because you can’t lose the unlosable. Not if you center your life 

on the wisdom of God. The source of goodness and grace, Jesus Christ crucified, 

and then you will be the salt of the earth and the light of the world.  

Amen 


